
Westhaven School “Sport Premium” / PE & Sport Premium Grant 

2017 - 18 Phase 1 - £9,433, Phase 2 - £6,738. 

The governments grant this year was allocated to the following: 

• Bolstering the Swimming provision for Lower School pupils so that they can access 

one thirty minute session of swimming EVERY week of the year to include the 

transportation of pupils to and from the pool. 

• Extra staff have to be deployed because policy at the pool requires every pupil with 

Epilepsy to have a 1:1 “spotter” and we have a relatively large number of pupils at the 

school who require “spotters”. 

• “Buying in” an extra qualified swimming coach to help the least able swimmers at 

each swimming session.  

• Bolstering the staffing funds to allow for THREE SPECIALIST PE teachers and three 

TAs at every PE lesson. This has massively improved staff pupil ratios and improved 

pupil outputs.  

• Introducing a wider curriculum through the extra staffing. This year we have 

introduced “spin class” and the pupils love it. (NEW) 

• Servicing the existing fleet of bicycles. 

• Because our pupils are increasingly young and of a smaller stature we have invested 

in a new fleet of smaller more size appropriate “Frog” bikes. (NEW) 

• Purchasing 6 new (smaller) exercise bikes to improve our indoor cycling/spin class 

(bad weather) PE facility. This will allow every pupil to access effective PE and 

Cardio Vascular exercise even when conditions are inclement. (NEW) 

• Sports association membership. 

• Whatever funding remains is placed in our fund to build a new Sports Hall and 

changing rooms for our pupils to use which would replace the current facilities which 

are not fit for purpose. (NEW) 

Post year report 2016-17 . 

The benefits of our improving and expanding curriculum offer are best evidenced in our last 

P.E. Subject Review. Data from this shows that increasingly, pupils are embracing in their 

totality all of the new initiatives this funding is helping us to introduce.  

Participation figures are almost always 100%. 

Pupil satisfaction levels remain very high.  

Access to after school sport has risen.  

Participation in external PE activities such as festivals, competitions and taster days has risen. 

Anecdotal evidence (borne out to a certain extent by logic) shows that the smaller groups for 

PE lessons with higher staffing levels makes lessons more successful. 

In terms of sustainability, the Headteacher is so impressed by the positive outcomes that she 

supports the new initiatives whole heartedly and would wish them to continue. 



Furthermore the infrastructure is now in place to deliver the new curriculum developments 

indefinitely. 

Westhaven gained the Bronze Bike Stars award (from Sustrans) – only the fourth in the 

county for primary age children and the first for secondary age pupils. 

 


